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A B S T R A C T

Acquiring thermophysical properties of rock-formations in geothermal systems is an essential task required for
the well drilling and completion. Wellbore thermal simulators require such properties for predicting the thermal
behavior of a wellbore and the formation under drilling and shut-in conditions. The estimation of static
formation temperatures also needs the use of these properties for the wellbore and formation materials (drilling
fluids and pipes, cements, casings, and rocks).

A numerical simulator (WELLTHER-SIM) has been developed for modeling the drilling fluid circulation and
shut-in processes of geothermal wellbores, and for the in-situ determination of thermal diffusivities of rocks.
Bottomhole temperatures logged under shut-in conditions (BHTm), and thermophysical and transport
properties of drilling fluids were used as main input data. To model the thermal disturbance and recovery
processes in the wellbore and rock-formation, initial drilling fluid and static formation temperatures were used
as initial and boundary conditions. WELLTHER-SIM uses these temperatures together with an initial thermal
diffusivity for the rock-formation to solve the governing equations of the heat transfer model. WELLTHER-SIM
was programmed using the finite volume technique to solve the heat conduction equations under 3-D and
transient conditions. Thermal diffusivities of rock-formations were inversely computed by using an iterative and
efficient numerical simulation, where simulated thermal recovery data sets (BHTs) were statistically compared
with those temperature measurements (BHTm) logged in some geothermal wellbores.

The simulator was validated using a well-documented case reported in the literature, where the thermo-
physical properties of the rock-formation are known with accuracy. The new numerical simulator has been
successfully applied to two wellbores drilled in geothermal fields of Japan and Mexico. Details of the physical
conceptual model, the numerical algorithm, and the validation and application results are outlined in this work.

1. Introduction

Thermophysical properties of rocks are crucial to study the thermal
evolution of crust and lithosphere, magma chambers, upper-mantle
rocks, geothermal and petroleum systems (Wohletz et al., 1999;
Whittington et al., 2009; Cloetingh et al., 2010). Heat transfer and
the anisotropy of thermal diffusivities in the upper mantle control the
Earth´s dynamics, whereas the thermal conductivity of rocks is vital to
estimate terrestrial heat flows (Tommasi et al., 2001; Gibert, 2003;
Bording et al., 2016). The study of heat transfer in the drilling of
geothermal wells is needed for the evaluation of heat reserves. The

analysis of temperature logs is useful for the location of permeable
zones in the wellbore where fluids and/or heat may be lost or gained
from the formation. The estimation of static formation temperatures
(SFT) also requires the use of thermophysical properties for the
wellbore and rock materials (Zhou et al., 2015). Temperature distribu-
tion of heat conduction processes, which also depends on thermo-
physical properties, is a key parameter to predict the thermal evolution
of the wellbore and rock-formation.

Wellbore simulators are still developed for the prediction of
thermal processes under drilling and shut-in conditions (e.g.,
Espinosa-Paredes et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2014; Li
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et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016). Some simulators use heat conduction and
convection models together with bottomhole temperatures (BHTm)
and thermophysical properties of solid and fluid materials. BHTm
measurements are easily acquired from well logging (under shut-in);
whereas thermophysical properties are more difficult to get owing to
the lack of cores or representative rock samples from outcrops.

Transport and thermophysical properties of drilling fluids are
needed to study heat convection processes, especially when lost
circulation occurs during the wellbore drilling (García et al., 1998).
Experimental methodologies have been reported for the measurement
of these properties (e.g., Kiyohashi et al., 1996; Santoyo et al., 2001;
Weirich et al., 2001). Fluid viscosity is one of the most important
properties affecting heat convection, whereas density and heat capacity
have less importance (Santoyo et al., 2003). Thermal conductivity of
drilling fluids depends on temperature, although some works report
that this dependence may be weak under drilling (Hoang, 1980).
Thermal conductivity and diffusivity of rocks are also required for
studying the thermal evolution of a wellbore before and after the
thermal disturbance caused by the fluid circulation.

Thermophysical properties of rocks can be measured either at the
lab or under in-situ conditions. The experimental measurement is a
complex task due to the sample anisotropy properties (porosity,
permeability, microstructures, deformation, stratification, and geome-
try) and the heterogeneous composition (Fuchs et al., 2015). In-situ
determinations are more difficult, costly and less accurate than those
methods carried out at the lab under controlled conditions (Bording
et al., 2016). Ricard et al. (2011) pointed out that the inherent
complexity of rocks causes a difficulty to the interpretation of data
logged from direct measurements. To overcome these issues, the
installation of tools in wells and lab experiments to limit the variability
of rocks’ thermal properties is suggested. Although, it is also known
that some experimental difficulties to measure in-situ thermal con-
ductivity and diffusivity still exist due to the lack of downhole
temperature probing, and the scarce of wellbore drilling information.
Techniques based on steady-state and transient divided bar, hot-wire,
and line-source methods are available for the measurement of thermo-
physical properties of rocks (e.g., Sass et al., 1984; Vosteen and
Schellschmidt, 2003). Numerous techniques exist for the measurement
of thermal conductivity of rocks whereas for thermal diffusivity are
scarce (Beck, 1988; Ricard et al., 2011). Some unsatisfactory results of
thermal diffusivity measurements in rocks are reported due to the
sample heterogeneities (Arias-Penas et al., 2015). Experimental errors
up to 6% have been reported for upper mantle rocks, and mostly
attributed to contact probe instruments (Bording et al., 2016).
Although these errors are acceptable, differences up to 30% are found
when these measurements are compared with theoretical models and
inverse methods (Gibert, 2003). These differences are attributed to
microfractures and lattice imperfections of the samples. Temperature
and pressure changes are also factors that may affect the measurement
of these properties due to the variation of porosity, permeability and
saturation (Krishnaiah et al., 2004). As variability, a factor up to three
times is reported even for the same rock type (Sundberg et al., 2009).
In response to these sources of variability, optimal experimental data
sets and computational modeling approaches should be developed as
an alternative tool to yield better predictions of such rock’ thermo-
physical properties (Ricard et al., 2011).

Computational methods based on mechanistic models are also
proposed to determine indirectly thermophysical properties of rocks
(Hoang, 1980; Popov et al., 2003; Khandelwal, 2011), whereas
inversed methods based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) have
been used to predict the same properties and boundary heat fluxes
(e.g., Monde and Mitsutake, 2001; Fudym et al., 2008). MCMC
methods use Bayesian approaches and probability density functions
to describe property changes with time.

These methods use forward physical models by using differential
equations subject to initial and boundary conditions. Discrepancies up

to 30% still exist when the numerical predictions are compared with
measurements (Cao et al., 1988; Porkhial et al., 2015; Gnanasekaran
and Balaji, 2013).

Up to our knowledge, inverse methods have been rarely used for the
in-situ prediction of thermal diffusivities of rocks from the transient
wellbore drilling data. 1-D, 2-D and 3-D simulators have been
developed for other applications, such as, the SFT determination, and
the prediction of temperature profiles under circulation and shut-in
(e.g., Lee, 1982; Espinosa-Paredes et al., 2009; Ricard and Chanu,
2013).

The development of a new simulator for the in-situ prediction of the
thermal diffusivity of geothermal rocks using an inversion methodology
is here proposed for the first time in the literature. WELLTHER-SIM
uses transient BHTm and thermophysical properties of drilling fluids
as input data. Heat conduction that occurs in the wellbore and
surrounding rock-formation under fluid circulation (thermal distur-
bance), and shut-in conditions are modeled on a transient 3-D
formulation. The conceptual model of the simulator, the numerical
algorithm and validation are outlined in this work.

2. Work methodology

2.1. Physical conceptual model

The development of WELLTHER-SIM required the analysis of heat
transfer involved during the wellbore drilling. A physical model to
simulate the thermal behavior of a geothermal wellbore during and
after drilling was considered. The main components are depicted in
Fig. 1A (which provides an axial view of the wellbore and rock-
formation), whereas a radial view is shown in Fig. 1B. The physical
model considers purely heat conduction at the bottom zone of the
wellbore where the BHTm's are measured. Two dynamic processes
were analyzed: (i) the thermal disturbance caused by the mud circula-
tion (Fig. 1 C), and (ii) the thermal recovery that occurs after the fluid
circulation when the drilling is stopped (Fig. 1D), which is known as
shut-in.

For the thermal disturbance (at the bottomhole conditions), the
concept of a constant temperature anomaly to consider the cooling
effect of the mud circulation to the surrounding rock was assumed,
starting at the time the drill bit cuts through the depth, and ending at
the time the wellbore begins the shut-in (Lachenbruch and Brewer,
1959; Jaeger, 1961). The drilling mud is considered as a well-mixed
fluid, which means that it may be assumed as a perfect heat conductor.
Circulation time varies from 2 to 5 h, period that enables the fluid to act
as a heat sink source assuming a thermal equilibrium with the drilling
bit energy, and affecting the initial temperature field of the rock-
formation.

For the thermal recovery, the rock-formation acts as a heat source
to the wellbore to recover the initial temperature at long shut-in times
(Fig. 1D). Heat conduction is considered as the main heat transfer
mechanism because the drilling mud is almost immobile at the
bottomhole conditions, which allows the heat convection to be ne-
glected (Luheshi, 1983; Shen and Beck, 1986). This process has been
therefore used to predict the thermal diffusivity of the rock-formation
at the bottomhole conditions.

2.1.1. Model assumptions
According to thermal disturbance and recovery, the following

assumptions were considered:

1. The drilling fluid and the rock-formation are homogeneous, and
isotropic but with different thermophysical properties,

2. Thermal conductivity and heat capacity of drilling fluids and rock-
formation materials are constant,

3. The contact thermal resistance at the wellbore boundary is
neglected,
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4. The drilling fluid is considered as a heat conductor during the
circulation,

5. Heat convection in the wellbore is neglected under shut-in,
6. Heat exchange between the circulating fluid and the rock-forma-

tion is treated under the condition of constant-borehole face

temperature,
7. The drilling fluid is considered as an incompressible fluid,
8. No radial temperature gradient exists in the well,
9. The energy generation sources (input energy and work done by the

drilling system) are neglected.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the 3-D conceptual model used by WELLTHER-SIM to represent the wellbore and rock-formation system, and the heat transfer processes involved
in the geothermal well drilling: (A) an axial view; (B) a radial view; (C) Thermal disturbance process; (D) Thermal recovery process. The model coordinates (XYZ) is also represented in
the scheme (A), including their respective boundaries. Tin, Tout and Tdis are the inlet and outlet drilling fluid temperature, and the perturbed temperature zone, respectively.
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10. The initial temperature of the rock-formation is represented by the
SFT, and

11. The temperature at the outer boundaries of the system is con-
sidered constant an equal to the SFT.

As a homogeneous rock-formation was assumed, the thermal
diffusivities to be inferred from the simulations will correspond to
average values of the geological strata where the BHTm´s were
measured at any wellbore depth. Regarding the assumption (9),
although the input energy and work done were considered as important
energy sources in a wellbore drilling system (Marshall and Bentsen,
1982), the energy generation sources were neglected and supported by
the assumptions proposed by Lee (1982) and Luheshi (1983). These
authors assumed that the mud circulation is used to maintain the
wellbore fluid at a constant temperature, which was considered
through a heat transfer to absorb most of the energy and work done
by the drilling system. Because transient heat transfer was considered,
the circulation time had an important effect on the mud temperature,
as it absorbs most of the heat generation within the flow regions of the
system due to frictional forces and the mechanical energy sources (i.e.,
the rotational energy due to the drill string and the drill bit). With this
assumption, it considers that the RPM will reproduce the thermal
recovery behavior, and hence a reliable determination of the SFT and
the initial drilling mud temperature.

2.1.2. Mathematical model
A schematic diagram of the WELLTHER-SIM model used to define

the orientation and the governing equations is shown in Fig. 1 A. A
volumetric block of 27 m3 (3 m x 3 m x 3 m) with a mesh-size
composed by computing nodes of 3 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm was defined for
the wellbore-rock system at the bottomhole conditions (Fig. 2). The
simulation mesh is made by the wellbore (which is shown as the grey
rectangular prism), and the following rock-formation nodes: (i) eight E
nodes used for the vertices of the volumetric-block (turquoise blue),
which have three major faces in contact with the boundary temperature
(SFT); (ii) twelfth edge V nodes assembled at the corners (navy blue),
which have two faces in contact with the boundary temperature (SFT);
(iii) six C nodes represented as the main faces of the block (green),
which only have a face in contact with the boundary temperature
(SFT); and (iv) a variable number of inner INT nodes that will depend
on the mesh-size (e.g., if the node size is 3 cm, the INT nodes will be
1×106), excluding the nodes that are in contact with the borehole.
Additionally there are six main nodes that are in contact with the
wellbore and the rock-formation, which are represented by the North,
West, East, South, Upper, and Bottom faces of the rectangular prism
volume of the wellbore (see the small prism at the right-bottom side of

Fig. 2). According to this figure, two models were used to represent the
heat transfer processes: (i) the mud circulation or thermal disturbance;
(ii) the thermal recovery or shut-in; which are described as follows:

(i) Thermal disturbance:
The 3-D heat conduction equation under rectangular (x, y, z)

coordinates and transient conditions is given as follows:
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Eq. (1) was solved by considering the mud circulation, and the
wellbore as a heat sink, subject to the following conditions given by
the initial temperature field of the rock-formation,

T x y z t SFT( , , , =0) =c (2)

with the following interval of rectangular coordinates:
x c r and c r x l0 < <( − ) ( + )< <w w

y c r and c r y l0 < <( − ) ( + )< <w w

c z l< <

and the boundary conditions given by the SFT (Eq. (3)); and the
circulating fluid temperature (Eq. (4)):

T x y z t SFT( , , , ) =c (3)

with the following interval of rectangular coordinates:

x x l= 0, =

y y l= 0, =

z z l= 0, =

T x y z t Tand, ( , , , ) =c f 0 (4)

with the following interval of rectangular coordinates:
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where kr , ρr , and cr are the thermal conductivity, the density,

and the heat capacity of the rock-formation, respectively; tc
represents the circulation time; c is the bottom hole center; rw is
the wellbore radius; and Tf 0 is the initial temperature of the
circulating drilling mud.

The thermal disturbance was used as a crucial step to compute
recursively the initial thermal conditions for modeling the thermal
recovery process.

(ii) Thermal recovery (shut-in):

The 3-D heat transfer equation for conduction under rectangular (x,
y, z) coordinates and transient conditions was solved by dividing the
system in two main components: (1) the rock-formation, and (2) the
wellbore, according to the Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively:
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing the volumetric block used by WELLTHER-SIM for
representing the temperature boundaries and the computing nodes. The simulation mesh
is formed by the wellbore (which is schematically represented by the grey rectangular
prism volume), and the following surrounding rock-formation nodes.
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and,
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with the following interval of rectangular coordinates:
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Subject to the boundary conditions given by the SFT and the shut-in

time conditions for the rock-formation (Eq. (7)) and the wellbore (Eq.
(8)), respectively:

T x y z t SFT( , , , ) =s (7)

with the following interval of rectangular coordinates:

x x l= 0, =
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where kf , ρf , and cf are the thermal conductivity, the density, and the

heat capacity of drilling fluid, respectively; and ts is the shut-in time.
The initial (SFT) and the boundary (Tf0) temperature conditions

were estimated by using the Rational Polynomial Method (RPM)
proposed by Wong-Loya et al. (2015), which provided a mathematical
function to describe the thermal recovery at each wellbore depth. RPM
provides the initial drilling fluid temperature (Tf0) and SFT at zero and
infinite shut-in times, respectively. This method replaces the classical

Horner-plot method to infer the SFT because it systematically under-
estimates the SFT (Verma et al., 2006). RPM was applied to the BHTm
measurements under shut-in for inferring the SFT.

For solving the governing Eqs. (1, 5, and 6), the numerical
technique of finite volume was used to discretize in optimized form
such equations (e.g., García-Valladares, 2007). Eq. (9) shows the
resulting discretized equation, which was obtained from the 3-D model
coordinates (Fig. 1 A).
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where Tp is the temperature of the control volume to be analyzed; Te, Tw,
Tn, Ts, Td , and Tu are the temperature of the adjacent nodes of the mesh;
Tp

0 is the temperature of the node at the preceding time step; x∆ , y∆ ,
and z∆ define the mesh or node size in x, y, and z axis, respectively; t∆
is the time step, ρ is the density, c is the heat capacity and k is the heat
conductivity either for the drilling fluid or the rock-formation (depend-
ing on the node position).

For the calculation of the rock thermal diffusivity, Eq. (9) was
simplified by substituting the thermophysical properties ρ, c, and k by
α :
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The resulting set of non-linear algebraic equations was solved by an
iterative numerical method based on the tridiagonal matrix algorithm
(García-Valladares et al., 2004).

2.1.3. Development of the computer code
The computer code was programmed in Visual Fortran language.

Fig. 3. Schematic flow diagram of the 3-D model showing the numerical algorithm used by WELLTHER-SIM.
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The numerical algorithm used is schematically shown in Fig. 3. The
procedure to determine the thermal diffusivity of geothermal rocks
involves five major tasks:

(i) Input data where BHTm measurements, drilling fluid thermal
properties, and drilling circulation times are entered, together
with an initial approach or “guess value” for the rock-formation
thermal diffusivity (αr1), which is defined from the rock-formation
database (Table 1).

(ii) The calculation of the initial and boundary conditions for the
temperature by using the RPM (i.e., the SFT and the Tf0,
respectively).

(iii) The numerical simulation of the thermal disturbance and the
thermal recovery processes for the wellbore and the surrounding
rock-formation system.

(iv) The convergence criteria where the simulated BHTs data series
are compared with those BHTm measurements logged under
shut-in: Fig. 3 (iv). At this step, the simulator iteratively decides
either: (1) to correct the initial rock-formation thermal diffusivity,
α1 [by applying small decreases or increases to the approximated
αi values using the mathematical conditions imposed by the Sum
of Normalized Residuals, NRS: Fig. 3 (iv)] or (2) to accept the
predicted αri+1 after obtaining the smallest difference among the
n-simulated and measured BHT profiles of the wellbore, which is
confirmed by the NRS and the Chi-squared (χ 2) statistical
parameters (Eqs. (11) and (12)):

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟∑NRS BHT BHT

BHT
= −n m s

m1 (11)

∑χ BHT BHT
BHT

= ( − )n m s

m

2
1

2

(12)

As a key step of the convergence criteria (iv), the decrease or
increase corrections to be applied either to the assumed initial
value or the computed rock-formation thermal diffusivity will
require the use of an additive correction factor (δ), which will
adopt a value equal either to 1×10−7 or 1×10−8 m2/s (when the
product NRS(i-1)*NRS(i) shows a negative change) for the next
iterations. This iterative procedure continues until either a new
negative sign change is found or an acceptable agreement between
the simulated (BHTs) and measured (BHTm) temperature profiles
is achieved (i.e., when the statistical χ2 and NRS approaches to
zero, which is interpreted as the smallest difference among such
temperatures).

(v) The output simulation data where the thermal diffusivity of the
rock-formation is reported, including the 2-D or 3-D temperature
fields for the thermal disturbance and recovery processes.

2.2. Description of the validation and application cases

2.2.1. Validation case
To verify the physical model and the numerical algorithm of

WELLTHER-SIM, a validation case to predict the rock-formation
thermal diffusivity was formulated. An “experimental” (synthetic)
BHTm dataset proposed by Shen and Beck (1986) was used. This
dataset was obtained from a numerical experiment, where the thermo-
physical properties of the rock-formation (r) and drilling fluid (f) were
known with accuracy (Table 2). For this case, the analytical solution of
the heat conduction problem given by an infinite medium bounded
internally by a circular cylinder with a constant wall temperature was
used (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959).

2.2.2. Numerical application cases
Two application cases (related to medium- and high-temperature

geothermal wellbores) were analyzed. For these purposes, BHTm data
sets collected from two wellbores drilled in Oguni (OGF, Japan) and
Los Humeros (LHGF, Mexico) geothermal fields were used. The goal of
these analyses was to predict the thermal diffusivities of the main rock-
formations for the wellbores LC-1 (OGF) and LH-29 (LHGF). The
location of OGF and LHGF were already cited in previous works
reported in the literature (e.g., Akasaka and Nakanishi, 2000; and
García-López et al., 2014; see Figs. 1 and 2, therein published,
respectively).

2.2.2.1. Oguni geothermal field. The OGF is located in the central part
of Kyushu Island, Southwestern Japan. Moderate deep temperatures
ranging from 200 to 240 °C were measured (Abe et al., 1995). The
subsurface geology of OGF consists of a thick layer of Quaternary
volcanic and associated rocks, which overlie the Tertiary formations
(granitic and metamorphic). Quaternary rocks mainly consist in
andesitic and dacitic volcanic rocks (Yamada et al., 2000).

2.2.2.2. Los humeros geothermal field. The LHGF is situated in the
Mexican Volcanic Belt within a Quaternary caldera, where the fluids
are contained in andesite rocks overlying a complex basement of
metamorphic, sedimentary and intrusive rocks (Luviano et al., 2015).
LHGF is considered as a “super hot” geothermal system (with
temperatures > 300 °C), in which around 40 deep producing wells
produce high steam fractions. The wellbore LH-29 was drilled at a total
depth of 2200 m, and completed in andesitic rock-formations. Deep
temperatures of 300 °C (at 1300 m) and 342 °C (at 1500 m) were
logged from direct measurements and fluid inclusions (as
homogenization temperatures), respectively. LH-29 is currently used
as a reinjection well, which is located in the central collapse area of the
LHGF (Luviano et al., 2015; see Fig. 1 therein reported).

Table 1
Thermal diffusivity values reported in the literature for different rock-formation types.

Rock-formation type Thermal Diffusivity (m2/
s) x 10−7

Literature source

Granodiorite 10.4 Arndt et al. (1997)
Olivine-Melilitite 8.7 Büttner et al. (1988)
Amphibolites 8.0 Seipold and Huenges (1988)
Granite 8.9 Wen et al. (2015)
Sandstone 3.7 Wen et al. (2015)
Basalt 9.4 Grirate et al. (2016)
Granite 9.3 Grirate et al. (2016)
Marble 7.5 Grirate et al. (2016)
Gabbro 11.0 Stylianou et al. (2016)
Diabase 9.0 Stylianou et al. (2016)
Andesite 4.9 Guerrero-Martinez and

Verma (2013)
Dacite 9.7 Canet et al. (2015)

Table 2
Thermophysical properties of rock-formation (r) and drilling fluids (f) used by Shen and
Beck (1986) to generate “experimental” (synthetic) BHT data series. rw, tc, and SFT are
the wellbore radius, the drilling circulation time, and the static formation temperature,
respectively.

Thermophysical properties Value Units

kr 2.51 W
m K

ρ cr r 2.09 J
cm K3

kf 0.61 W
m K

ρ cf f 4.19 J
cm K3

rw 0.108 m
tc 5 h
SFT 80 oC
Tf0 40 oC
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3. Simulation results

3.1. Validation

As an essential test of the validation case, the thermal disturbance
and recovery processes were predicted. According to the assumptions
considered by Shen and Beck (1986), and to have similar conditions to
be compared, the simulated BHTs profile (predicted by WELLTHER-
SIM) was computed at the wellbore wall, instead of a BHTs profile at
bottomhole conditions (which may be also computed by the simulator).
Both simulated (BHTs) and “experimental” synthetic (BHTm) data are
reported in Table 3. As can be verified, the BHTs predicted by
WELLTHER-SIM are in a good agreement with those synthetic
BHTm data reported by Shen and Beck (1986). A statistical comparison
between BHTs and BHTm data was performed by calculating the
statistical parameters NRS χ( =−0.033and =2 0.0145), which confirmed
that the simulated BHTs data closely matched with the reported BHTm
data using a known rock thermal diffusivity. Such a validation was also
verified by means of a linear regression between BHTs and BHTm data
(Fig. 4), which shows a very good statistical correlation given by the
slope and intercept parameters, the linear correlation coefficient, and
the number of regression data.

3.2. Application results - Oguni Geothermal Field (OGF)

3.2.1. Input data
Fig. 3(i). Thermal recovery data series reported for the wellbore LC-

1 consists of ten measurements of BHT and shut-in times (Table 4),
which were logged during the drilling operations (Hyodo and Takasugi,
1995). To start with the simulation, a mean value of αf =1.46×10

−7 m2/
s was assumed for the drilling fluid thermal diffusivity (Shen and Beck,
1986), whereas for the rock thermal diffusivity (αr), an initial value of
6.1×10−7 m2/s was assumed as the first “guess value” (αr1, see
Table 4). In relation to the drilling fluid circulation time (tc), a typical
value of 5 h was considered.

3.2.2. Initial and boundary conditions
Fig. 3(ii). By applying the RPM to the LC-1 transient BHT data, a

mathematical model was obtained (Eq. (13)) from which the initial
drilling fluid temperature (Tf0) and the SFT were estimated as 55.24 ±
2.7 °C and 194.20 ± 0.06 °C, respectively. Such values represent the
initial and the temperature boundary conditions for the wellbore
simulation, respectively. The coefficients of Eq. (13) were used with
the total number of digits indicated because of the high sensitivity of
the RPM model among the possible values that may estimate for the
SFT from a rounding-off criterion.

BHT t t
E t

( ) = (55. 237369 ± 2. 6985746) + (13. 295306 ± 0. 0002406)( )
1+(0. 0684606 ± 9. 69 −7)( )

(13)

3.2.3. Thermal simulation of the wellbore and rock-formation system
Fig. 3(iii). As a result of the iterative simulation of the thermal

disturbance and recovery processes, simulated temperature data
(BHTs) and thermal diffusivity of the rock-formation (αr) were
successively determined (see the iterative predictions in Table 4 and
plotted in Fig. 5). The iterative simulated BHTs data were statistically
compared with those temperature measurements (BHTm) logged for
the wellbore LC-1 by using the convergence algorithm shown in
Fig. 3(iv).

As an illustrative example, for the initial-iterative simulation (i=1),
χ 2 and NRS parameters were calculated as χ =3. 2101

2 and
NRS1=0.515, respectively (see column 3 of the Table 4). The analysis
of this χ1

2value indicates a poor agreement between the simulated
BHTs-1 and measured BHTm data (see the dashed-red curved line
represented for the initial iteration αr1: Fig. 5), whereas the positive
value obtained for the NRS1 shows an underestimated prediction of the
actual BHTm data. The interpretation of these statistical parameters
shows that the initial guess value for the rock-formation thermal
diffusivity did not satisfy the ideal convergence criteria (i.e., χ →02

and NRS → 0). Therefore, a new iterative value for the rock-
formation thermal diffusivity (i.e., αri+1) requires to be assumed for
continuing with the simulation until to achieve the convergence [see
Fig. 3(iv)]. The thermal diffusivity values of the rock-formation
assumed in each iterative simulation are reported in Table 4. As a
result of these sequential approaches, and the corresponding modeling
of thermal processes in the wellbore and rock-formation system,
simulated BHTs values were iteratively determined (from 1 to n-
iterations), and newly evaluated by using the χi

2and NRSi parameters
until the best values of convergence were achieved (i.e., χ *→02, and
NRS* →0).

For the particular case of the LC-1, five numerical iterations were
required to achieve the best estimation of the simulated BHTs data set
(using ~5.5 h of CPU time with a personal computer, 2.9 GHz Intel
core i7, 8 GB RAM memory), which was successfully obtained in the
iteration i=4 (χ =0. 0584

2 and NRS4=−0.002). From this simulated data
set (BHTs-4), the convergence value for the rock-formation thermal
diffusivity was finally achieved (referred as the αr4 and reported in the
column 6 of the Table 4). A summary of the complete iteration process
obtained for the statistical comparison between BHTs and BHTm is
graphically represented in Fig. 6, whereas the results for the statistical
parameters χi

2 and NRSi are respectively plotted in Figs. 6 A and B.

Table 3
“Experimental” (synthetic) BHTm data series reported by Shen and Beck (1986) and
simulated BHTs data predicted from the numerical simulation carried out in this work
using the WELLTHER-SIM 3-D simulator.

Shut-in time (h) BHTm (°C) BHTs (°C)

2.5 56.6 56.6
5.0 61.3 61.7
7.5 64.3 64.8
10 66.6 67.1
15 69.6 70.1
20 71.7 71.9
30 74.1 74.2
40 75.5 75.5

Fig. 4. Linear regression plot obtained between BHTs (simulated in this work) and
BHTm (reported as experimental synthetic data by Shen and Beck, 1986). R2 is a
regression parameter that together with the number of data (n), expresses the statistical
confidence to correlate linearly the dependent and independent variables.
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3.3. Application results - Los Humeros Geothermal Field (LHGF)

3.3.1. Input data
The transient thermal recovery data sets reported for the LH-29 are

represented by six measurements of BHTm and shut-in times, which
were logged under shut-in (Verma et al., 2006). For the analysis of the
LH-29, a mean value of αf =1.46×10−7 m2/s was used for the fluid
thermal diffusivity (Shen and Beck, 1986), whereas for the rock-
formation (αr), an initial value (αr1) of 5.0×10−7 m2/s was also
assumed (Table 5). For the circulation time of drilling mud (tc), the
same value of 5 h was used.

3.3.2. Initial and boundary conditions
Fig. 3(ii). By a systematic application of the RPM to LH-29

transient BHTm data, the mathematical model given by the Eq. (14)
was derived for estimating the initial temperature of the drilling mud
(Tf0) and the SFT, which adopted the values of 126.91 ± 8.74 °C and
296.70 ± 0.0024 °C, respectively. Such estimates acted as the initial
and the boundary conditions of temperature for the simulation of the
LH-29, respectively.

BHT t E t
E t

( ) = (126. 91 ± 8. 74) + (15. 9659 ± 1. 04 −04)( )
1+(5. 38141 −7)( ) (14)

3.3.3. Thermal simulation of the wellbore and rock-formation
Fig. 3(iii). For the thermal modeling of disturbance and recovery

processes in the LH-29 and the surrounding rock-formation, simulated

temperature data (BHTs) and the thermal diffusivity of the rock-
formation (αr) were determined. These calculations are reported in
Table 5 and plotted in Fig. 7. By applying the same methodology
described in Fig. 3, simulated BHTs (obtained from iterative simula-
tions) were statistically compared with LH-29 measured data (BHTm)
using the same convergence algorithm [Fig. 3(iv)].

Table 4
BHTm logged data series and simulated BHTs data series (obtained from WELLTHER-SIM) for the wellbore LC-1 drilled in the OGF.

Shut-in time (h) BHTm (°C) BHTs (°C) BHTs (°C) BHTs (°C) BHTs (°C) BHTs (°C)
i=1 α1=6.1 i=2 α2=7.1 i=3 α3=8.1 i=4 α4=8 i=5 α5=7.9

5.5 92.0 88.41 91.48 94.32 94.05 93.77
6.5 98.5 92.64 95.92 98.92 98.63 98.34
7.5 103.0 96.54 99.98 103.08 102.79 102.49
8.5 107.0 100.16 103.70 106.88 106.58 106.27
9.5 110.0 103.53 107.15 110.36 110.06 109.75
12.5 119.0 112.37 116.08 119.31 119.01 118.70
15.5 126.6 119.70 123.38 126.54 126.24 125.94
18.5 132.8 125.88 129.46 132.51 132.23 131.94
24.5 142.4 135.69 139.02 141.80 141.54 141.28
72.5 170.9 167.29 169.06 170.47 170.35 170.22
χ2 3.210 0.672 0.067 0.058 0.064
NRS 0.515 0.227 −0.026 −0.002 0.022

All the thermal diffusivities (αι) must be multiplied by the factor 10−7 m2/s, and later used as approach in each computing iteration (i).

Fig. 5. Simulated transient temperature (BHTs) profiles obtained from WELLTHER-
SIM at different rock-formation thermal diffusivities by using the logged thermal
recovery history (BHTm) of the wellbore LC-1.

Fig. 6. Numerical evolution of the statistical parameters χ A( )2 and NRS (B) computed

for demonstrating the convergence of the method developed using the simulation results
of the heat transfer processes (thermal disturbance and recovery) involved during the
drilling operations of the wellbore LC-1.
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From the initial iteration (i=1), χ1
2 and NRS1 parameters were

estimated as 0.401 and 0.098, respectively (see column 3 of the
Table 5). The analysis of χ1

2and NRS1 for the LH-29 (using the first
“guess value” αr1=5.0×10

−7 m2/s) shows the same behavior obtained
for the first iterative simulation of the LC-1 (OGF) case (i.e., a partial
agreement between simulated and measured BHT data, in common
with an underestimation of the BHTm data, respectively). By following
the convergence algorithm, the initial value of the rock formation
diffusivity was iteratively changed by using six possible values, which
are compiled in Table 5. After the sequential approaches and their
thermal modeling of the same disturbance and recovery processes,
simulated BHTs values were estimated together with their respective
χ1

2 and NRS1 parameters until the best approaches were reached (i.e.,
χ *→02, and NRS* → 0).

For the LH-29 case, six numerical iterations were required to
achieve the best estimation of the simulated BHTs data set (using ~6 h
of CPU time with the same personal computer configuration), which
was successfully reached in the iteration i=5 (χ =0. 0535

2 and
NRS5=−0.003). From these simulated data (BHTs-5), the convergence
value for the rock-formation thermal diffusivity was achieved (referred
as the αr5 and reported in the column 7 of the Table 5). A summary of
the full iterative process obtained for the statistical comparison
between BHTs and BHTm is shown in Fig. 7, whereas the results for
the statistical parameters χi

2and NRSi are respectively plotted in
Fig. 8 A and B.

4. Discussion of results

After revising the approaches predicted for the thermal diffusivities
of the rock-formations of the LC-1 (αLC-1 =8×10−7 m2/s), and LH-29

(αLH-29 =5.7×10−7 m2/s), it was observed that these thermal diffusiv-
ities are in good agreement with those experimental data reported by
Wen et al. (2015) and Guerrero-Martínez and Verma (2013) for granite
(αg =8.9×10−7 m2/s) and andesite (αa =4.9×10−7 m2/s) rocks, respec-
tively.

These rock-formations are referred because they are found in the
geological strata of the two geothermal wellbores analyzed (LC-1 and
LH-29), as can be observed in the lithostratigraphic units reported by
Yamada et al. (2000) and Martínez-Serrano and Alibert (1994),
respectively. In relation to the predicted values of the thermal

Table 5
BHTm logged data series and simulated BHTs data series (obtained from WELLTHER-SIM) for the wellbore LH-29 drilled in the LHGF.

Shut-in time (h) BHTm (°C) BHTs (°C) BHTs (°C) BHTs (°C) BHTs (°C) BHTs (°C) BHTs (°C)
i=1 α1=5 i=2 α2=6 i=3 α3=5.9 i=4 α4=5.8 i=5 α5=5. i=6 α5=5.6

6 167.01 165.60 169.88 169.46 169.05 168.63 168.21
12 195.78 189.45 194.72 194.23 193.73 193.22 192.70
18 210.06 206.37 211.69 211.20 210.70 210.20 209.68
24 221.73 218.92 223.99 223.53 223.06 222.58 222.09
30 231.87 228.54 233.28 232.85 232.41 231.96 231.51
36 239.06 236.11 240.51 240.11 239.71 239.29 238.87
χ2 0.401 0.108 0.078 0.059 0.053 0.059
NRS 0.098 −0.042 −0.029 −0.016 −0.003 0.011

Thermal diffusivities (E−7 m2/s) used as approach value for each iteration (i).

Fig. 7. Simulated transient temperature (BHTs) profiles obtained from WELLTHER-
SIM at different rock-formation thermal diffusivities by using the logged thermal
recovery history (BHTm) of the wellbore LH-29.

Fig. 8. Numerical evolution of the statistical parameters χ A( )2 and NRS (B) computed

for demonstrating the convergence of the method developed using the simulation results
of the heat transfer processes (thermal disturbance and recovery) involved during the
drilling operations of the wellbore LH-29.
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diffusivity for the rocks found in these geothermal sites, typical values
reported in the literature were used to compare against these estimates.

Pritchett and Garg (1995) indirectly reported experimental values
for thermal diffusivity of some drill cores collected in a wide range of
rock-formations of the OGF, which ranged from 8.1×10−7 to
14.1×10−7 m2/s. These values are in agreement with the
WELLTHER-SIM predicted estimates of the thermal diffusivity of
rocks for this geothermal site. Additionally, García et al. (1991)
measured, for the first time, the thermal diffusivity of some drill cores
collected from drilled wells of LHGF. By analyzing experimental
transient temperature rises, caused by a line source of heat of constant
strength placed along the axis of core samples, these authors reported
values of thermal diffusivity of 5.4×10−7 m2/s, which are in good
agreement with those values inferred from the inverse method here
proposed.

An additional remark of these numerical simulations is the SFT
values obtained from this simulation study, which were successfully
predicted by using the RPM. Such SFT´s (i.e., SFTLC-1 =194.2 °C;
SFTLH-29 =296.7 °C) are also in agreement with some previous values
reported in the literature by using alternative methods (e.g., SFTLC-1
=200 °C reported by Abe et al., 1995; and SFTLH-29 =300 °C reported
in direct measurements by Luviano et al., 2015).

The thermal disturbance and recovery processes of these two
geothermal wellbores (LC-1 and LH-29) were successfully estimated
by using the WELLTHER-SIM capability and the convergence values of
the rock-formation thermal diffusivities. This was consistently verified
through the statistical parameters of χ 2and NRS (LC-1: χ =0. 0584

2 and
NRS4=−0.002; and LH-29: χ =0. 0535

2 and NRS5=−0.003). These
results were obtained in CPU times that range from 4 h for a mesh-
size of 3 cm with 1×106 computing nodes to 24 h for a smaller mesh-
size of 2 cm with 3.3×106 nodes (Fig. 9), which demonstrated the
stability and efficiency of the WELLTHER-SIM. As a mesh indepen-
dence analysis, the numerical stability of the simulation runs was
evaluated by using two different mesh-sizes (2 cm and 3 cm), which
provided differences less than 0.5% in the predicted results (Fig. 9).
This feature constitutes an attractive advantage of this method over
complex experimental analyses to determine an in-situ reliable pre-
diction of the thermal diffusivity of rocks.

The computer code of the simulator, a sample data file, and a quick
user´s manual are available for downloading from the following
computing repository: http://geosw.ier.unam.mx/Welltherm-sim/,
which may be accessed after requesting to the authors the username
and password information.

5. Conclusions

A 3-D wellbore thermal simulator WELLTHER-SIM was developed
for the in-situ and reliable determination of thermal diffusivities of
geothermal rock-formations. The heat conduction model used enabled
the drilling fluid circulation and shut-in processes to be accurately
described in the wellbore and the surrounding rock-formation.

The new inverse method was validated, and applied to the analysis
of two drilled wellbores of the OGF (LC-1) and LHGF (LH-29). After a
small number of iterations, the simulated BHTs data predicted by
WELLTHER-SIM were in agreement with those temperature measure-
ments (BHTm). The rock-formation thermal diffusivities predicted for
the LC-1 and LH-29 wellbores were fairly consistent with those
experimental data reported for similar rock-types found in the litho-
logical strata of each wellbore.

A good numerical stability of the simulator to predict the rock-
thermal diffusivity using either close or very far initial guess values was
found. This result constitutes an important convergence feature of the
simulator computing processing together with the efficiency and
accuracy. The numerical stability was efficiently found at different grid
sizes of the wellbore-rock system. Finally, the successful prediction of
the rock thermal diffusivities makes a practical and original scientific
contribution for the geothermal industry.
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